Abstract. In this paper we consider the following two-phase obstacleproblem-like equation in the unit half-ball
1. Introduction 1.1. The Problem. The following two-phase analogue of classical obstacle problem was suggested by G. S. Weiss in [W2] and then considered by N.N. Uraltseva in [U] and H. Shahgholian, N.N. Uraltseva and G.S. Weiss in [SUW] . Study properties of a weak solution u ∈ W 1,2 (D) of (1) ∆u = λ + χ {u>0} − λ − χ {u<0} , in the domain D, such that u − f ∈ W 1,2 0 (D) for a given f ∈ W 1,2 (D). In our paper we always assume λ ± > 0, and we consider the cases D = B 1 and D = B We consider the following problem: Let u be a weak solution of (1) in B + 1 , 0 ∈ Γ u , f := u| Π ∈ C 2,Dini (B 1 ∩ Π) and (2) f (0) = |∇f (0)| = |D 2 f (0)| = 0.
Then we prove that the free boundary of u approaches the fixed one at 0 tangentially. Under some growth assumptions we prove that this approach is uniform (Theorem B) and we show the necessity of this assumption with an example. From (2) it obviously follows that |f (x ′ )| |x ′ | 2 ≤ ω(|x ′ |) for some Dini modulus of continuity ω, i.e., the blow-up of f is zero f r (x ′ ) := f (rx ′ ) r 2 → 0 as r → 0. Let us recall the definition of C 2,Dini (B 1 ∩ Π); these are functions from C 2 (B 1 ∩ Π) such that
where D 2 f is the Hessian of f and ω is a Dini modulus of continuity, i.e., 1 0 ω(s) s ds < ∞.
1.2.
Notations. In the sequel we use following notations:
canonical norm, e 1 , . . . , e n standard basis in R n , ν, e arbitrary unit vectors, D ν , D νe first and second directional derivatives, 
is non-negative in R n , ∆V = λ − C R δ 0 and V = |∇V | = 0 on ∂B R (Figure 1) . Now we see how we can construct solutions of (1) in B R \{0} and in R n \B R . So for instance in R 2 we can illustrate some solutions considered in rectangles (Figure 2 ). The dashed curves denote free boundaries, ± denote regions Ω ± u and 0 the region Λ u . Figure 2 a) shows that the case when the solution does not have quadratic growth near the touch point is possible. In this case the blow-up of the solution is zero. Figure 2 b ) shows that even if we have non-negative boundary data near touch point, the blow-up still can be negative and Figure 2 c) shows that the condition (2) is essential for the tangential touch.
Let us take boundary data f on ∂B + 1 to be odd-symmetric with respect to x 2 . Then the solution u will be odd-symmetric, too. From our results (see Section 2) follows that the set Λ u is large near 0, where the free boundary touches the fixed boundary, as it is the case in the example from the Figure 2 a). So we do not have orthogonal touch, as it might be expected. The similar argument works also in higher dimensions for every plane-symmetric domain. In this section we state two theorems. The first one says that if the boundary data of a solution of (1) satisfies condition (2), then the free boundary can approach the fixed one only tangentially. In the second theorem we assert that this approach is uniform for a certain class of functions.
Theorem A. Let u be a solution of (1) in B + 1 with boundary data f on Π, condition (2) is satisfied and 0 ∈ Γ u . Then the free boundary approaches Π at the point 0 tangentially. Corollary 1. Let u be as in Theorem A, then one of the following expressions is true
Moreover, the first two cases are possible only if the condition (4), see below, is satisfied for some c 0 and r 0 , and the third case if it fails to hold (see Lemma 8).
Definition 2. Let ω be a Dini modulus of continuity and M, c 0 , r 0 be positive constants. We define P(M, R, c 0 , r 0 ) to be the class of solutions u of (1) (2) and
We assume, further
for all u ∈ P(M, R, c 0 , r 0 ). (4) is fulfilled with the constant c 0 = max(λ ± )C, for 0 < r < 1, where C is a dimension dependent constant (see Lemma 6 and Corollary 7).
Theorem B. There exists a modulus of continuity σ(r) andr > 0 such that if u ∈ P(M, R, c 0 , r 0 ) then
In other words the free boundary of the functions from P approaches Π at the point 0 uniformly tangentially.
Here σ andr depend on the dimension, λ ± , c 0 , r 0 , M and R.
Remark 4. Since the main tool we use proving Theorems A and B is the blow-up argument, these results could be generalized for domains with smooth enough boundary.
The following example shows that we do not have uniform tangential approach when the set Λ u is large near the touch point, i.e., the condition (4) fails to hold (see Lemma 8). In the example the boundary data is positive, so we treat here the classical obstacle problem in R 2 . First let us take small positive boundary data on the right side from touch point (zero) to get a tiny positivity set as it is shown on the Figure 3 a ). This can be done using the "ball solutions" above. Next consider the function u(
2 . We will get it as a solution if we take its boundary data on ∂B + 1 (Figure 3 b) ). Consider now the boundary data which is the sum of the boundary data of the previous two examples. It will look like it is shown on the Remark 5. In order to get uniform tangential touch for a class of solutions we impose condition (4). This condition, however, can be replaced by the following one, which is considered in [KKS] for a different problem; |Ω
From Lemma 8 and Corollary 1 it follows that both conditions are equivalent in our case.
Technicalities
3.1. Non-degeneracy. In this section we introduce some (modified) results from [W2] , [U] and [SUW] as well as prove growth estimates at the boundary (Lemmas 8 and 9).
Consider the "+"-case. Due to the comparison principle a similar argument is true (and well-known) for obstacle problems, i.e. it is known in our case if the boundary data f is non-negative or nonpositive. Let us now consider the related (one-phase) obstacle problem in B 1 with boundary data f + , denote its solution by v. It is enough to show that Ω Then (5) sup
Here the constant C is the same as in the previous lemma. In other words if
|u| ≥ min(λ ± )Cr 2 , for r < r 0 .
Proof. Let us restrict the function u to B r (x 0 ) and scale
u r is then a solution of (1) in B 1 with boundary data u r | ∂B 1 . Since 0 ∈ Ω + we must have
which in turn implies (5).
Lemma 8. Let u be the solution of (1) in B + 1 and suppose for given constants c 0 , r 0 , we have |Ω
Then there exists a constant c depending on, c 0 , λ ± and the dimension such that
The same is also true for Ω − .
Proof. Let us denoteB
Hence for each r > 0 there exists
. Applying previous corollary to the ball B dr (x r ), where d r is the e 1 component of x r we get that sup
We proved the lemma with c = ǫλ
In the proof of the next lemma we use the technique from [A] (Lemma 5), see also [CKS] . A similar estimate in the interior was proved by Uraltseva in [U] .
Lemma 9. Let u solve (1) in B + 1 , u ≤ M and assume its boundary data f = u| Π and the Dini modulus of continuity ω satisfy conditions (2) and (3). Then there exists a constant C = C(M, R) such that
Proof. Let us denote by
. First let us show this for all j ∈ M(u). The proof is done by contradictory argument: assume there exist a sequence {u j } of solutions of (1) 
for some k j ∈ M(u j ). Denoting by w j (x) := u j (x) − D e 1 u j (0)x 1 and bỹ
we get
We also have
, for any unit vector e ∈ Π, implies that (9) sup with the same boundary data as (D e w j ) ± .
Inequality (9) then follows from the subharmonicity of (D e w j ) ± (see [U] ) and standard estimates on Green's function for the half-ball (see [Wi] ). From (9) we have (10) sup
) to a harmonic function u 0 .
Due to (10) we get D e u 0 = 0 for all e ∈ Π, thus u 0 = ax 1 . On the other hand D e 1w j (0) = 0 and by C 1 -convergence (up to Π) the same holds for u 0 . Hence u 0 ≡ 0 which contradicts (8).
Next let us show that S j (u) ≤ 4C2 −2j for all j. Suppose j is the first integer for which the inequality fails to hold, then
i.e. j − 1 ∈ M(u) and
3.2. Monotonicity formulae. Here we introduce two monotonicity formulae in the following two lemmas, which play crucial role in our proofs. The first one was presented by H. W. Alt, L. A. Caffarelli and A. Friedman in [ACF] and was developed then in [CKS] . The second one is due to G. Weiss [W1] , [SUW] . In [A] Andersson adapted it to the half-space case and our representation is analogous. See also [M] for the formula in parabolic case.
Lemma 10. (ACF monotonicity formula)
Let h 1 , h 2 be two non-negative continuous subsolutions of ∆u = 0 in B R . Assume further that h 1 h 2 = 0 and that h 1 (0) = h 2 (0) = 0. Then the following function is non-decreasing in r ∈ (0, R)
More exactly, if any of the sets spt(h j ) ∩ ∂B r digresses from a spherical cap by a positive area, then either ϕ ′ (r) > 0 or ϕ(r) = 0. 
is non-decreasing for r ∈ (0, R). Moreover, if Φ(ρ) = Φ(σ) for any 0 < ρ < σ < R then Φ is homogeneous of degree two in (B σ \B ρ ) ∩ R n + . The proof is analogous to the proof of the Lemma 1 in [A] .
Global solutions
In this section we will classify all solutions of (1) in the R n + with zero boundary data and quadratic growth. We will see that only possible cases are (13)
The proofs of next two lemmas adapt the proofs of analogous results from [SU] for our case. Let us first prove that u is two-dimensional.
Lemma 12. Let u solve (1) in R n + with boundary data u| Π = 0. Then the function u is two-dimensional, i.e., in some system of coordinates
where the e 1 direction is normal to Π.
Proof. Let us take any e orthogonal to e 1 and consider functions (D e u) ± . In [U] Uraltseva proved that these functions are subharmonic. Note that they will remain so if we extend them by zero to R n − . Now we can apply ACF monotonicity formula to (D e u)
± . For r < s we have
In [U] is shown that the second derivatives of u are bounded, thus we can find a sequence u r j = u(r j x) r 2 j → u ∞ , uniformly on compact subsets and in (W 2,p
, for any 1 < p < ∞ and 0 < α < 1. We have now
From {x 1 < 0} ⊂ {D e u = 0} follows that ϕ(r, D e u ∞ ) ≡ 0 or ϕ ′ (r, D e u ∞ ) > 0 for all r > 0, thus C e = 0 and we get D e u ≥ 0 or D e u ≤ 0.
For e 2 ∈ Π assume D e 2 u ≥ 0 and let e 3 ∈ Π be orthogonal to e 2 . Consider unit vector e(φ) = cos φ e 2 + sin φ e 3 ∈ Π, φ ∈ [0, π]. From the C 1 -continuity we have that the sets {φ :
On the other hand they are both non-empty and have empty intersection; this means that there exists φ 0 ∈ (0, π) such that D e(φ 0 ) u ≡ 0. Rotating coordinates we can get D e 2 u ≥ 0 and D e 3 u ≡ 0. Repeating this with e k , k = 4, . . . , n, we get that u is two dimensional.
We prove now the main result of this section under the assumption of homogeneity. Proof. We can consider only two-dimensional functions u. So let us rewrite u in radial coordinates as
Then we get the ODE
in the interval [0, π] with boundary data φ(0) = φ(π) = 0. It can be checked that the only solutions of this ODE are φ(θ) = ± λ ± 2 sin 2 θ.
Lemma 14. Let u solve (1) in R n + with boundary data u| Π = 0 and be quadratically bounded at infinity. Then u is one of the representations in (13).
Proof. If the function u is non-negative or non-positive, then the result we want to prove follows from Theorem B in [SU] . So let us show that u does not change the sign. We do this by contradiction; assume that u ± are both non-trivial. Consider the shrink down of u;ũ := lim j→∞ u j , where u j (x) = u(r j x) r 2 j , r j → ∞. It is homogeneous of degree two. To see this we need to use Weiss' monotonicity formula
Thusũ equals to one of ± λ ± 2 x 2 1 by Proposition 13 above. Assume for definiteness that we have the "+"-sign.
This means that for any δ > 0 there exists R δ such that
Let us now take the barrier function
Since u is quadratically bounded we get from the comparison principle that u − (x) ≤ εU(x) for any ε > 0, thus Ω − u = ∅.
Proofs
Proof of the Theorem A. We consider here only the case when (4) fails to hold. From Lemma 9 follows that D x 1 u(0) = 0 and (15) sup
|u| ≤ c 0 r 2 , for r < r 0 .
Now assume that we do not have tangential touch at 0, i.e., there is an ǫ > 0 and a sequence x j ∈ K ǫ ∩ Γ u , x j → 0. Repeating the proof of Lemma 8 we obtain (16) sup
where d j = |x j |. Consider now the blow up sequencẽ
which is bounded by (15). Therefore there is a subsequence converging in C 1,α to a global solution u 0 with zero boundary data, which is non-trivial (due to (16)). As in the proof of Lemma 14, using Weiss' monotonicity formula we get that u 0 is homogeneous of degree 2, this implies that u 0 (x) = ± λ ± 2 x 2 1 which contradicts the fact that
Proof of the Theorem B. The proof is done by contradictory argument. Assume there exist an ǫ > 0, functions u j satisfying the conditions of the theorem and a sequence x j → 0 such that x j ∈ K ǫ ∩ Γ u j . Let us consider the blow-up sequencẽ
where d j := |x j |. We have that
Two cases are possible: either This together with (17) gives that |D e 1 u j (0)|d −1 j → ∞, so we can assume (20) |D e 1 u j (0)| > jd j .
From here, and (19) we obtain
We arrive at There is a subsequence ofũ j converging to a function u 0 in C 1,α , that is harmonic in R n + (due to (17)), linearly bounded (due to (21)) and has zero boundary data at Π. Extending u 0 by odd reflection to R n − and using Liouville's theorem we get that u 0 (x) = D e 1 u 0 (0)x 1 which contradicts the fact of existence of zeros in K ǫ .
In the case (18) we can without loss of generality assume
We have then that a subsequence ofũ j converges to a function u 0 in C 1 and (22) implies that u 0 is a global solution with dλ ± instead of λ ± and zero boundary data. Condition (4) and Lemma 14 give us that u 0 is strictly positive or negative in R n + , which contradicts the fact that x j ∈ K ǫ ∩ Γ u j . More precisely, functionsũ j vanish atx j := d −1 j x j ∈ K ǫ ∩Γ u j ∩∂B 1 , thus we can always choose the subsequence ofũ j in such a way that the corresponding subsequencex j → x 0 ∈ K ǫ ∩ Γ u j ∩ ∂B 1 and then u 0 (x 0 ) = 0.
